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NEEDS

MCHC is a membership and service association comprised of more than 150
hospitals and healthcare organizations in the Chicago area. The association offers
their members many services, one of which is fingerprint processing for new hires.
Under the Illinois Healthcare Worker Background Check Act healthcare workers
are required to submit to a fingerprint-based criminal history check.

• A
 bility to collect new
hire fingerprints from
hospital premises.

The Crossmatch solution allows MCHC member hospitals to conveniently collect
and submit new hire fingerprints onsite versus requiring employees to schedule
and complete the process with an outside vendor. This significantly speeds up the
new hire process for their members.
IT CHALLENGE
As of 2009, healthcare workers in Illinois must submit to a fingerprint-based
criminal history check. This requirement can be time consuming, often taking a
week to receive clearance because new hires needed to schedule an appointment

• Send fingerprints to 		
Illinois State Police for 		
criminal history check.
• R
 educe new hire
processing time.
CROSSMATCH ®
PRODUCTS
• Guardian Livescan 		
Fingerprint System

and travel to an offsite agency to be fingerprinted. MCHC wanted to offer their
members the ability to collect and send fingerprints directly from their hospitals to
facilitate the onboarding process, eliminate delays and provide a convenience for
new employees.
CROSSMATCH SOLUTION
MCHC chose the Crossmatch Guardian livescan solution, consisting of enrollment
software and hardware, due to its ease of use, reliability and rapid fingerprint
capture features. Over 40 member hospitals are now able to fingerprint new hires
on premise. Properly formatted fingerprint files are securely sent through MCHC’s
processing service directly to the Illinois State Police where they are checked for
any prior criminal history.

“The Crossmatch
solution has reduced
new hire criminal
history background
clearance time from
one week to one day.”

Gary Drain
Senior Director
Human Capital Services
& Employee Advisory
Services
MCHC
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BENEFITS

THE RESULTS
MCHC has processed over 120,000 new hire fingerprint background checks. The
Crossmatch solution enables their member hospitals to conveniently meet the Illinois
Healthcare Worker Background Check Act while reducing the overall time it takes to
process a new hire.

Identity Assurance
Secure and track access
to personally identifiable
information (PII).

FUTURE PLANS

Improve Workflow

Crossmatch also offers multi-factor authentication solutions that secure access
to networks and applications. These solutions are used in the healthcare sector
to provide proof of presence, improve clinical workflow and assist in meeting
compliance mandates.

Increase overall efficiency.

Now that member hospitals are familiar with fingerprint biometric technology, they
are beginning to expand their use of Crossmatch solutions to assist with securing
access and preventing fraud. The Crossmatch solution integrates into MCHC
members’ existing IT infrastructure.

Reduce Helpdesk Costs
Eliminate forgotten
password calls.

“We look forward to working with our members to expand their use of Crossmatch
solutions,” noted Drain. “Protecting access to personally identifiable information (PII)
in patient records is a top concern.”
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